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ABSTRACT

In this paper� a computational metric that incorporates
many aspects of human vision and color perception to
predict the quality of color coded images is presented�
The proposed distortion measure is built on opponent�
colors theory and on a multi�channel model of spatial
vision� The metric has been validated by psychophysical
data on ��� images and two human observers�

� INTRODUCTION

Image quality assessment is an important and yet un�
solved problem in image processing� For years� en�
gineers have been designing and testing devices using
the peak signal�to�noise ratio �PSNR� despite the fact
that it is rarely correlated with human judgment� The
inherent problem with the PSNR is that it does not
take into account viewing conditions and spatial pat�
tern sensitivity� The most recently published compu�
tational metrics for image quality assessment have in�
corporated vision models for spatial pattern sensitivity
and visual masking �	
��	��� This paper extends one of
these metrics �	� to include color by proposing a compre�
hensive color image quality metric for digitally encoded
images�
The metric is based on the opponent�colors theory to

model color perception and on a multi�channel model of
spatial vision to account for pattern sensitivity� Visual
masking is incorporated in the computation to eventu�
ally yield a distortion measure that predicts image qua�
lity better than the PSNR� The metric has been tested
on a set of ��� color images for which psychophysical
data had been collected with two human observers� The
paper is structured as follows the metric is described in
Sec� �� Section � presents the psychophysical material
that has been used to validate the metric and compa�
res the performance of the proposed distortion measure
with the mean square error� Sec� � summarizes the re�
sults and makes some �nal conclusions�

� THE METRIC

The computational steps of the metric are illustrated in
Fig� 	 and can be described as so consider two images

in some standard color space� RGB for example� One
picture is an original and the other is a distorted version
of the original� The color image quality metric is used
to predict the ability of people to detect the di�erence
between the original and the distorted image�
The �rst step in the computation of the metric is to

transform the RGB values in the digital images into
RGB values that are linear with luminance� i�e� li�
near RGB values� The second step converts the li�
near RGB values into coordinate values in an opponent�
colors space� The three coordinates of this color�
opponent space correspond to luminance �B�W�� red�
green �R�G�� and blue�yellow �B�Y� channels which are
thought to mediate color perception �		��
In the next step of the computation� each color com�

ponent of the original and error images �B�W� R�G� and
B�Y� is analyzed by a �lter bank created by Gabor fun�
ctions tuned in spatial frequency and orientation� The
portion of the frequency plane covered by a �lter is de�
noted �channel�� Such modeling is fairly common �	�	��
and accounts for the fact that the cortex analyzes visual
information in this way�
In the fourth step of the computation� a detection

threshold is computed for contrast based on contrast
sensitivity and masking phenomenon� This accounts for
both detection of single stimulus and inter�stimuli inter�
ferences in a channel� The error signal in each channel is
multiplied by the inverse of that detection threshold� re�
sulting in a quantity expressed in units above threshold

also referred to as just noticeable di�erences or jnd�s�
Once the �ltered error signal has been masked� a distor�
tion metric is computed by pooling the error over the
channels� Like PSNR� the measure can then be expres�
sed on a logarithmic scale� It has been termed Color
Masked Signal to Noise Ratio �CMPSNR�
Some of the building blocks of the metric are now

described with more details�

��� Opponent�Colors Space

The opponent�colors theory de�nes a color space for
which the principal coordinates are perceptually ortho�
gonal� The three coordinates of this space correspond
to luminance �B�W�� red�green �R�G�� and blue�yellow
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Figure 	 General block diagram of the color quality metric�

�B�Y� channels� The opponent�colors space chosen here
has been developed by Poirson and Wandell who measu�
red color appearance and derived a pattern�color sepa�
rable model ��� �� 		�� The sensitivity of the three com�
ponents as a function of the wavelength are depicted in
Fig� ��
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Figure � Spectral sensitivity of the Wandell�Poirson
pattern�separable opponent�colors space� The solid line
is the luminance channel �termed B�W�� the dashed line
is the red�green channel �termed R�G� and the dot�
dashed line is the blue�yellow channel �termed B�Y��

��� Channel Decomposition

The images are decomposed by a �lterbank in a mul�
tiresolution scheme� The �lterbank being used here
decomposes the image into frequency and orientation
bands� One of the �lters� centered on the null frequ�
ency� is isotropic and has a bandwidth of � cycles per
degree �cpd�� The other �lters split the image into �
frequency bands� centered in �� �� � and 	� cpd� each
being one octave wide and � orientation bands �centered
�� ���� ��� and ����� with a bandwidth of ���� This
makes a total of 	� �lters� The �lterbank is illustrated
in Fig� �� Only the B�W signal is decomposed into 	�
components� Due to the much lower sensitivity for the
red�green and blue�yellow wavelengths� the correspon�

ding components are decomposed using only � �lters�
stopping the frequency decomposition at � cpd �	���
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Figure � The spatial �lter bank� featuring 	� �lters ��
spatial frequencies and � orientations�� The magnitude
of the frequency response of the �lters are plotted on the
frequency plane� The lowest frequency �lter is isotropic�

��� Pattern Sensitivity

Once the images have been decomposed into percep�
tual channels� pattern sensitivity of the coding noise
can be assessed� Two phenomena are modeled here�
The �rst is contrast sensitivity and the second is visual
masking� Human sensitivity to contrast is dependent on
frequency and this de�nes a contrast sensitivity function
that permits to predict the visibility of a single stimulus�
Masking accounts for the interferences between stimuli
part of the error will be masked by the background �i�e�
the original image� and this will in�uence the perception
of the noise� The model of masking that is being used
here is the non�linear transducer ��� depicted in Fig� ��
The detection threshold CT for a stimulus can then be
computed as a function of the detection threshold of that
stimulus in the absence of a masker� CT� �i�e� as given
by the contrast sensitivity function� and the contrast of



the masker CM � The relationship is given by Eq� �	�

CT �
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The masked signal is then divided by CT so as to be
expressed in units above threshold�
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Figure � Non linear transducer model of masking�

��� Summation

Masking the output of the perceptual channels predicts
the response from the cells of area V	 of the cortex�
The data has then to be gathered together to account
for higher levels of perception� which is termed pooling�
A �rst phenomenon that one should take into account
is that an observer concentrates on regions rather than
on a complete image� This is due to both the focus of
attention and the viewing distance� To incorporate this
into the metric� the image is divided into blocks� The
dimension of the block is chosen so that a block covers
two degrees of visual angle� which is the dimension of the
fovea �and thus of the region onto which the attention is
focused�� The distortion measure is computed for each
block by pooling the error over the channels� Basically�
the magnitude of the channels� output are combined by
Minkowski summation with a higher exponent to weight
the higher distortions more� The actual computation of
the distortion E for a given block is computed according
to Eq� ���
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where e�x� y� c� is the masked error signal at position
�x� y� in the current block and in the channel c� Nx

and Ny are the horizontal and vertical dimensions of
the blocks� N is the number of channels� The exponent
of the Minkowski summation is � and has a value of ��
which is close to probability summation� This value has
shown to be a best choice ����

� VALIDATION

The metric has been validated by comparing its ability
to predict psychophysical data collected from two sub�
jects who participated in a discrimination experiment
for an original color image and ��� distorted versions of
it� The original image features a boy surrounded by co�
lorful balls� The distorted images have been generated
in the following way The original RGB image was con�
verted to the YUV color space and compressed using the
JPEG algorithm ���� The coding noise has been determi�
ned by subtracting the original to the distorted image�
The test images were created by adding scaled version of
the coding noise to the original image� Twenty classes of
images have been created this way� each of them charac�
terized by a distortion in one direction �for example in
U or Y�U or Y�V�� Each class is subdivided into twenty
images� each image being characterized by a scale factor
for the noise�

Psychophysical data was collected for two subjects
and for each class of images by a QUEST procedure �	���
In the experiments� the subjects were presented the ori�
ginal image with two test images� One of the test image
was the original and the other a distorted image� The
subjects� task was to identify the distorted image� The
percentage of correct answers has been measured for
each image� Such data can be modeled by the psycho�
metric function ���
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where P �C� is the probability of correct answer� x the
strength of the stimulus� M the midpoint and S the
spread of the psychometric function� Two curves have
been �t to each class of data using for one curve the CM�
PSNR values and for the other the MSE values� The �t�
ting procedure uses the output of the metric as values for
the variable x in Eq� ��� and estimates the parameters
M and S by a maximum likelihood estimation ���� Such
a result is depicted� for one block of trial� in Fig� �� The
solid line is the �t obtained with the perceptual metric
and the dashed line is the �t obtained with the mean
square error� It can be seen that the quality of the �t is
better with the proposed metric�

Figure � presents a measure of performance of both
metrics for all blocks of trial� The psychometric function
de�ned in Eq� ��� has been �t to each block of trial
and the likelihood of the �t has been measured� The
higher the likelihood value� the better the �t is� Figure �
presents the likelihood values as a function of the class
of images� It can be seen that the �t obtained with the
CMPSNR is always better than the �t obtained with
the MSE� The variance of the likelihood values for the
CMPSNR is much smaller than for the MSE� indicating
a behavior of the CMPSNR that is more consistent with
the subjective data�
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Figure � Fit� for a particular class� of the CMPSNR
and MSE values to the subjective data with a model of
the experiment�
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Figure � Graph of the likelihood of the �t as a function
of the block of trial�

� CONCLUSION

In this paper� a metric for the assessment of color still
picture �delity has been presented� The metric is based
on a multi�channel model of human spatial vision and in�
corporates modeling of color perception� channel decom�
position� contrast sensitivity and visual masking� Color
perception is modeled by mapping the data into a per�
ceptual color space� termed the opponent�colors space�
The three coordinates of this color�opponent space cor�
respond to luminance �B�W�� red�green �R�G�� and
blue�yellow �B�Y� channels which are thought to me�
diate color perception� The metric has been tested on a
collection of ��� JPEG�distorted images and proved to
be able to predict image �delity better than a common
criterion such as the mean square error�
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